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Important Disclosure Information is contained on the last page of this report.   
The recipient of this report is directed to read these disclosures. 

 

Reality Is Closing in on Netflix 
Check out this week’s Danger Zone interview with Chuck Jaffe of Money Life. 

Shifting sentiment, as seen through price action in equity and debt markets, signals that investors are losing 
patience with Netflix’s extraordinary cash flow burn ($13 billion since 2011).  

For example, the 4% drop in the stock after the most recent earnings report shows that subscriber growth is no 
longer enough. Netflix needs to prove it can monetize its original content before competition (with decades of 
monetization success) takes more market share. Time is running out for Netflix’s current business model to work.  

Increasingly skeptical investor sentiment leads us to put Netflix (NFLX: $322/share) back in the Danger Zone. 

 

 

NFLX’s Valuation Already Assumes Unreasonably High Subscribers: 500 million to 3 billion 

As we stated on CNBC’s Closing Bell on January 16, 2019, Netflix needs over 500 million subscribers at 
$20/month to justify $350/share. Without additional price increases, NFLX needs half the global population to 
sign up for Netflix. See Appendix I for the straight forward math behind this analysis and our reverse DCF model. 

We think these expectations are unrealistic, and the evidence backing up this belief continues to grow, as you’ll 
see below.  

Investors Realize They Can’t Cover the Cash Burn Forever 

NFLX’s trading pattern shifted last year as it no longer moved in tandem with the “good” news. Per Figure 1, 
NFLX ended 2018 down 36% from its early July highs. After bouncing back to start 2019, NFLX is down 8% 
since January 15 (S&P +1%).  

Investors are signaling that they will not subsidize Netflix’s huge cash losses forever. They need the company to 
show it can monetize its content in the face of mounting competition.  

Figure 1: NFLX Was Down 36% in Last Five Months of 2018  

 

 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 

Debt investors are not happy either. In fact, they’ve always been more skeptical and assigned Netflix’s debt 
“Junk” ratings since as early as 2015. In the last year, that skepticism has grown, as the yield on its issuances 
has increased 150 basis points. Since 2017, the cost of debt has risen 275 basis point to 6.375%. Should debt 
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investors grow more weary of Netflix’s massive cash burn, the liquidity they’ve provided could dry up quickly. 
See Appendix II for more details. 

Subscriber Growth Not Enough to Justify Content Spending  

The main reason investors are losing confidence is that Netflix’s subscriber growth has not generated enough 
revenue growth to cover the increase in content spending. Since 2011, revenue has increased by $12.6 billion, 
which is half the total increase in expenditures over the same time, per Figure 2. The difference in revenue and 
expenditures means Netflix has burned through nearly $13 billion since 2011. For the Netflix business model to 
work, subscriber revenue growth has to cover the cost of increased expenditures. To date, the model is not 
working – not even close. 

The leverage investors need to see in Netflix’s business model has not been present in the past and has still not 
emerged. Increasingly, investors are less willing to believe that leverage will ever emerge, per Figure 1 above. 

Figure 2: Netflix’s Revenue Growth Lags Spending Growth by 50% 

 
 

* 2018 FCF estimated based on financial data in NFLX’s earnings press release. Final number will be calculated once 10-K is published. 
Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  
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Increasing Competition Will Slow Subscriber Growth 

While Netflix was among the first to offer video streaming, it is no longer the only option. Competition includes: 

Figure 3: Netflix Faces More Competition Now Than Ever Before 
 

Service Monthly Cost 

Facebook Live Free 

YouTube Free 

Twitch Free 

Fortnite Free 

The Roku Channel Free 

Free Dive (Amazon owned) Free 

Crackle (Sony owned) Free 

CBS All Access $6  

Hulu $6  

Starz $9  

Amazon Prime Video $10  

Apple $10  

Showtime $11  

Netflix $13  

HBO Now $15  

Sling TV* $25  

DirecTV Now* $40  

YouTube TV* $40  

Hulu Live* $45  

PlayStation Vue* $45  
 

* Includes live TV channels commonly available through cable or satellite 
Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

Apple (AAPL), Disney (DIS), Warner Media (T), and NBC Universal (CMCSA) are all expected to release their 
own streaming platforms by 2020. These new entrants, with vast resources, could pose a significant threat to 
Netflix when it comes to licensing existing content.  

Losing “Successful” Content Will Slow Subscriber Growth 

A big part of Netflix’s success in growing subscribers has been the content that its competitors provide.  

Disney has already stated that it plans to end its licensing agreement with Netflix and pull its content by the end 
of 2019. Furthermore, Warner Media could pull the popular Friends series, which Netflix just paid $100 million to 
keep on its platform for another year. Additionally, NBC Universal could also pull The Office, which, according to 
recode “NBCU execs say Netflix has told them “The Office” generates more viewing hours than anything else on 
the service.” Such a loss (or losses) would truly test the stickiness of Netflix’s original content.  

Price Increases Will Slow Subscriber Growth 

Every price increase makes Netflix’s competitors more powerful. The more Netflix charges subscribers, the more 
its competitors can charge.  

Raising prices makes it easier for firms to compete for subscribers with Netflix. Raising prices makes it harder for 
Netflix to grow subscribers. But, Netflix has to raise prices to attempt to stem its unsustainably high cash burn.  

What is Netflix to do? What is defensible about the Netflix business model? 

Meanwhile, competitors smell blood in the water. After a year when Hulu grew subscribers at a faster rate than 
Netflix, it decided to lower the price of its most popular plan by 25%, to just $5.99/month.  

http://www.newconstructs.com
https://www.polygon.com/2017/8/8/16115890/netflix-disney-star-wars-marvel-lucasfilm-bob-iger
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/04/business/media/netflix-friends.html
https://www.recode.net/2018/12/4/18126596/friends-netflix-warnermedia-att-hulu-apple-deal
https://theplaylist.net/hulu-subscriber-growth-2018-20190108/
https://theplaylist.net/hulu-subscriber-growth-2018-20190108/
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Pricing Power Is an Illusion  

Pricing power means a firm can make money while charging lower prices than its competition. The narrative that 
Netflix holds significant pricing power is false. Netflix must raise prices to make money and stop the huge cash 
losses, which investors cannot afford to subsidize for much longer.  

Inability to Monetize Content While Competition Can  

We put successful in quotes above because the mentioned shows have proven they can be monetized over 
many years. Not surprisingly, they’re produced by some of the top studios in the business, such as Disney. 

It’s no secret that Disney is one of the best when it comes to monetizing. Its content can earn revenues through 
box office, merchandise, licensing deals, theme parks, and soon enough, streaming. With its Disney+ service, 
the firm will throw its full weight (and massive resources) into the streaming ring. Compared to Netflix, the 
trajectories of the two firms couldn’t be more reversed.  

At Disney, you have a firm that has generated $41 billion in cumulative FCF since 2011. Its FCF as a percent of 
revenue has been double digits or higher in each of the past five years, and positive every year since 2011. 
Meanwhile, Netflix has burned through $13 billion in cumulative FCF since 2011 while FCF as a percent of 
revenue has been negative each and every year, per Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Content Monetization: Disney Makes $ vs. Netflix Loses $  
 

 
 

* 2018 FCF estimated based on financial data in NFLX’s earnings press release. Final number will be calculated once 10-K is published. 
Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

Where Do All These Pressures Leave Netflix – the AOL of OTT? 

If Netflix doesn’t have pricing power, faces significant competition, doesn’t stack up well (financially) with the 
largest competition, and is losing the trust of debt and equity investors, what does it have? The ability to raise 
money.  

But, if nothing about the business is defensible, besides raising money, which won’t last forever, does that make 
Netflix the AOL of over-the-top (OTT)? Jonathan Klein, former president of CNN, co-founder of Tapp Media, and 
current president of Vilynx stated such a comparison recently on Bloomberg TV.  

Netflix was the first to stream video content to a mass amount of users. However, just as with AOL, nothing stops 
competitors from doing the same at equal or cheaper prices. Now, as Netflix raises prices, consumers can look 
elsewhere to find greater value. Furthermore, if your only advantage is the ability to spend cash, how do you 
compete with those that have significantly more cash, such as Apple, Disney, Alphabet (GOOGL), or Amazon 
(AMZN)? This juxtaposition could explain the rise in analysts voicing skepticism about Netflix while praising the 
future growth potential for Disney.  

Can Netflix consistently provide better content than the rest of the industry for long enough to justify its current 
valuation? The evidence leads us to believe the answer to this important question is no.  
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https://www.investors.com/news/technology/top-telecom-stock-picks-2019/
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This article originally published on January 28, 2019. 

Disclosure: David Trainer, Kyle Guske II, and Sam McBride receive no compensation to write about any specific 
stock, style, or theme. 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and StockTwits for real-time alerts on all our research.  

http://www.newconstructs.com
https://www.newconstructs.com/reality-is-closing-in-on-netflix
https://twitter.com/NewConstructs
https://www.facebook.com/newconstructsllc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/new-constructs
https://stocktwits.com/dtrainer_NewConstructs
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Appendix I 

Figure I: Subscriber Expectations Baked into NFLX 
 

   Implied by Current Stock Price 

 Monthly 
Subscription Price 

Pre-Tax 
Margin 

Revenue 
($mm) 

Subscribers 
(million) 

Scenario 1 $13 11.2% $594,586 3,811 

Scenario 2 $20 25.3% $123,995 517 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

Scenario 1: Steady Growth – in this scenario, we assume Netflix can continue growing revenues at 26% a year 
(CAGR since 2011) and maintain current pre-tax margins of 11%. Such expectations are nothing to balk at, as 
even the most well run companies would be glad to grow revenues at such a pace for a prolonged period of time. 
Netflix would have to maintain this growth rate and margin for the next 17 years simply to justify its current stock 
price of $322/share. In this scenario, Netflix would be generating over $594 billion in revenue 17 years from now. 
Netflix would need over 3.8 billion subscribers at the current average price of Netflix’s subscriptions, which 
equals $13/month. See the math behind this dynamic DCF scenario.  

While we find it hard to believe nearly half the global population will sign up for Netflix, many believe Netflix can 
continue to raise prices and improve profitability, rather than go after 3 billion subscribers. We can also model 
such an optimistic scenario, as seen below. 

Scenario 2: Profitability in Line with Disney – in this scenario, we assume Netflix can grow revenues at 30% a 
year and more than double its pre-tax margin to 25%, which equals Disney’s 2018 pre-tax margin. Netflix would 
have to maintain this growth rate and margin for the next nine years to justify its current stock price. In this 
scenario, Netflix would be generating over $123 billion in revenue nine years from now. If we assume Netflix can 
increase its average price to $20/month, it would need 516 million subscribers to reach the revenue implied by 
this DCF scenario. See the math behind this dynamic DCF scenario. 

Importantly, both scenarios assume Netflix’s invested capital grows 20% compounded annually, which would be 
significantly slower than in the past. Since 2015, invested capital (based on estimated 2018 value), driven mostly 
by additions to the streaming content library, has grown 50% compounded annually. 

Ultimately, to believe in Netflix at this price, you have to believe that the company can drastically increase its 
prices (or sign up half the world), reduce the growth in its content spending, and continue to grow its subscriber 
base at double-digit rates for nearly a decade or longer. 

  

http://www.newconstructs.com
https://www.newconstructs.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/NewConstructs_DCF_NFLXvaluationScenario1_2019-01-24.png
https://www.newconstructs.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/NewConstructs_DCF_NFLXvaluation_Scenario2_2019-01-24.png
https://www.newconstructs.com/education-invested-capital/
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Appendix II 

Since 2014, Netflix has raised more than $9.8 billion (7% of market cap) in capital, which includes:  

1. $0.4 billion in February 2014   
2. $1.5 billion in February 2015 
3. $1.0 billion in October 2016 
4. $1.4 billion in April 2017 
5. $1.6 billion in October 2017 
6. $1.9 billion in April 2018 
7. $2.0 billion in October 2018 

Impatient Debt Investors Could Trigger Liquidity Crisis 

Figure II: Bond Investors are Demanding More for Their Capital  
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 
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New Constructs® - Research to Fulfill the Fiduciary Duty of Care 

Ratings & screeners on 3000 stocks, 450 ETFs and 7000 mutual funds help you make prudent 
investment decisions. 

New Constructs leverages the latest in machine learning to analyze structured and unstructured 
financial data with unrivaled speed and accuracy. The firm's forensic accounting experts work 
alongside engineers to develop proprietary NLP libraries and financial models. Our investment ratings 
are based on the best fundamental data in the business for stocks, ETFs and mutual funds. Clients 
include many of the top hedge funds, mutual funds and wealth management firms. David Trainer, the 
firm's CEO, is regularly featured in the media as a thought leader on the fiduciary duty of care, 
earnings quality, valuation and investment strategy. 

To fulfill the Duty of Care, research should be:  

1. Comprehensive - All relevant publicly-available (e.g. 10-Ks and 10-Qs) information has been 
diligently reviewed, including footnotes and the management discussion & analysis (MD&A).  

2. Un-conflicted - Clients deserve unbiased research.  

3. Transparent - Advisors should be able to show how the analysis was performed and the data 
behind it.  

4. Relevant - Empirical evidence must provide tangible, quantifiable correlation to stock, ETF or 
mutual fund performance. 

Value Investing 2.0: Diligence Matters: Technology is Key to Value Investing With Scale 

Accounting data is only the beginning of fundamental research. It must be translated into economic 
earnings to truly understand profitability and valuation. This translation requires deep analysis of 
footnotes and the MD&A, a process that our robo-analyst technology empowers us to perform for 
thousands of stocks, ETFs and mutual funds. 

http://www.newconstructs.com
https://www.newconstructs.com/roic-paradigm-linking-corporate-performance-valuation/
https://www.newconstructs.com/technology/
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DISCLOSURES  

New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, “New Constructs”) is an independent organization with no management 
ties to the companies it covers.  None of the members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any New Constructs’ 
affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New Constructs covers.  New Constructs does not perform any 
investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.   
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any trading 
whereby an employee may exploit inside information regarding our stock research.  In addition, employees and managers of the company are 
bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security that they know or should have known was under consideration 
for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New Constructs issues a report on 
that security. 

 

DISCLAIMERS  

The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered 
as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not taken any steps to ensure 
that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, 
accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance, financial 
situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report 
may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any such 
investments or investment services. 
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but 
New Constructs makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs 
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report, and New Constructs makes no warranty as to results 
that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of 
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information and opinions 
contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change without notice. New 
Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the 
information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared 
them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report.  
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not 
professionals or institutional investor customers of New Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to making 
any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.   
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 
locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which 
would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.  
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material, 
New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including 
addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and the information and content of 
the linked site do not in any way form part of this report.  Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall be at 
your own risk.  
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of  it, may be altered in 
any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All trademarks, 
service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of New Constructs. 
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 through the present date. All rights reserved. 
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